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Preface

The previous three European editions of this book have been well received by both lecturers and
students alike; this new edition takes the successes of the preceding editions and continues to build
on them. The new edition has focused on developing the book further in a number of core areas:

Balanced Approach – One of the strengths of the text has been its aim to provide a balanced
approach to both qualitative and quantitative methods. This has been advanced further in the fourth
edition by expanding the qualitative coverage: case study research has its own chapter; and the
coverage of qualitative methods, such as content analysis, action research, ethnographic research,
narrative analysis and grounded theory has been expanded. The fourth edition also contains a chapter
on the primary collection of qualitative data, which covers qualitative interviews, focus groups and
participant observation. Finally, a new chapter on qualitative analysis methods has been added to
Part IV covering the statistical background, which is available on the Online Learning Centre for the
book.

Theory vs Practice – The text has always offered students an insight into all aspects of research
methods, providing them with the theoretical understanding they need, as well as the practical
guidance required to effectively apply this. This continues in the new edition, through a combination
of core textual content and pedagogic features.

Streamlined Pedagogy – The new edition offers a revised plethora of pedagogy for students and to
aid teaching. Practical boxes focusing on real life research methods help students to understand the
application of research within a day to day context. Deeper Insights boxes provide in-depth
information on more challenging topics, for those students who want it. Student Research boxes help
students to understand their own research and how they can get the most out of it. Research Methods
in Real Life boxes help students to see how research methods can be applied to real life situations.
Finally, the Running Case Study boxes at the end of each chapter show how two student projects
developed – one using qualitative methods, and one using quantitative methods – helping students to
understand how to apply the content of each individual chapter to a real life project.

The new edition is more wholly focused on helping the student with whatever their task may be:
learning business research methods; or completing an independent research project. Simultaneously
the content provides a sound and balanced introduction to business research methods to teach from.

Covering Recent Trends in Methodology – Developments in information technology and the World
Wide Web offer many new opportunities. The new edition picks up those recent developments and
discusses software to analyse qualitative data as well as the opportunities and problems regarding
collecting data on the web.

As a lecturer I understand the increasing importance of additional supplementary material to help aid
teaching and learning. In conjunction with re-developing the book content, the supplements package
has also undergone further development to ensure that it is tailored to lecturer and student needs. The
Online Learning Centre (OLC) for this fourth edition retains the core content from the previous
edition, including all the fundamental resources like PowerPoints and an EZTest question bank. In
addition to this, the new edition also includes:



•  An expanded Research Skills Centre for students which includes links to study skills material from
our successful Open University Press list, examples of good and bad proposals, template
documents for research, and primers for Excel and SPSS. This should help students get the most
out of research.

•  The statistical chapters available on the website now have explicit linkages to the SPSS Survival
Manual by Pallant and questions where students need to run SPSS to answer them have been
added.

The reviews of the previous edition have enabled this new edition to be updated in a way that
benefits both students and lecturers. The continued feedback received from users is invaluable.
Thank you to all who have provided it.

Boris F. Blumberg
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range of questions is provided for each chapter, including multiple-choice, true or false, and short-
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tool, mcgraw-hill EZ Test Online.
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Guided tour

Learning objectives
Each chapter opens with a set of learning objectives, introducing you to the topics you should
come to understand after having worked through the chapter.

Key terms
These are in green and bold throughout each chapter and defined in a glossary at the end of the
book for your reference.



Research Methods in Real Life
These boxes provide succinct, real-life illustrations through varied and pertinent snapshots of
research methods.

Exhibits
A number of exhibits are provided in each chapter to help you visualize the various research
models, and to illustrate and summarize important concepts.

Student Research
These boxes offer direct insight into real student projects. They explain some of the situations
and research decisions faced and offer hints and tips for your own projects.



Deeper Insight into Research Methods
This feature offers you more in-depth insights into specialized topics of research designed to
broaden your understanding.

Running Case Study
The running case study maps the progress of two real-life student research projects as they
develop, helping you to put the relevant concepts into context. Questions are presented
throughout to stimulate thought on your own project.

Summary, Discussion questions and Recommended further reading
Positioned at the end of each chapter, summaries and discussion questions review and



reinforce your understanding of the main topics and skills covered. Reading and class
discussion sessions provide pathways for taking your study further.

Discussion questions
Each chapter includes four categories of discussion questions, each of which encourages
readers to review and apply the knowledge acquired from each chapter. The four categories
cover the main types of learning used in the book: Terms in review, Making research
decisions, From concept to practice, and Class discussion.



PART 1
Essentials of research

Part contents

1    The nature of business and management research
2    The research process and proposal
3    Literature review
4    Ethics in business research



CHAPTER 1
The nature of business and management

research

Chapter contents

1.1 Why study research?

1.2 What is research?

1.3 Is research always problem-solving based?

1.4 What makes good research?

1.5 Research philosophies

1.6 Scientific reasoning

1.7 Understanding theory: components and connections

1.8 Propositions and hypotheses

1.9 Theory

Learning objectives

When you have read this chapter, you should understand:

1  what research is, and the different types of research available

2  the difference between good and poor or unprofessional research

3  that research is embedded in different research philosophies and their basic
principles, assumptions and implications

4  how to formulate a solid research hypothesis.

1.1 Why study research?
Assume for the moment that you are the new head of the South European office of a Swedish
machinery manufacturer. Your appointment makes you the fourth person to hold this post in just three
years. Some of the sales and service staff, who have worked for the company for more than 10 years,
have packed in their jobs, and complaints from customers regarding poor after-sales service are on
the increase. What will you do? How do you begin to think about how to solve this problem?



Here is another decision-making scenario. You are talking with the head of the academic department
of the subject you are studying. She chairs the committee that is responsible for selecting the textbook
for the research methodology course. How should she begin to evaluate the committee’s options?

Finally, the production of a research project marks the end of your business studies course. A
research project requires more from you than just a comprehensive overview of the current literature
related to your research topic. Research projects that offer at least a small new contribution to our
understanding of the issues investigated usually receive a better assessment. However, how do you
set up a research project – that is, how do you come to a problem statement? And once you have a
research problem and research questions, how will you arrive at answers to these research
questions? Research methods provide you with ideas, instruments and models that demonstrate how
to conduct sound research.

The study of research methods will provide you with the knowledge and skills you need to solve the
problems and meet the challenges of a fast-paced decision-making environment. Business research
may be defined as a systematic inquiry whose objective is to provide the information that will allow
managerial problems to be solved. Business research courses recognize that students preparing to
manage business, not-for-profit and public organizations – in all functional areas – need training in a
disciplined process that will enable them to investigate and solve a research or management
dilemma (i.e. any problem or opportunity that requires a management decision). Three factors have
stimulated an interest in this scientific approach to decision-making:

1  the need for more and better information as decisions become more complex
2  the availability of improved techniques and tools to meet this need
3  the resulting information overload if discipline is not employed in the process.

The past two decades have seen dramatic changes in the business environment. Emerging from what
is, historically, an economic role, the business organization has evolved in response to the social and
political mandates of national public policy, explosive technology growth and continuing innovations
in global communications. These changes have created new knowledge needs for the manager and
new publics that should be considered when evaluating any decision. Other knowledge demands
have arisen as a result of problems with mergers, trade policies, protected markets, technology
transfers and macroeconomic savings–investment issues.

The current trend towards complexity has increased the risks associated with making business
decisions, meaning that it is more important than ever to have a sound information base. Likewise,
the complexity of the phenomena that scientists are investigating impedes our understanding of what
is really happening. Rather than concluding that ‘all depends on almost everything’, we must strive
for meaningful explanations. Below is a list of factors that characterize the complex business
decision-making environment; each demands that managers and scientists have more and better
information on which to base their decisions:

•  There are more variables to consider in every decision.
•  More knowledge exists in every field of management.
•  Global and domestic competition is more vigorous, with many businesses downsizing in order to

refocus on primary competences, reduce costs and make competitive gains.
•  The quality of theories and models available to explain tactical and strategic results is improving.
•  Government is continuing to show concern for all aspects of society, becoming increasingly

aggressive in protecting these various publics.
•  The explosive growth of company websites on the World Wide Web, e-commerce, and the



availability of company publications via desktop and electronic publishing, have heralded the
presence of extensive new arrays of information. Its quality, however, is not always impeccable.

•  Workers, shareholders, customers and the general public are demanding to be included in company
decision-making; they are better informed and more sensitive to their own interests than ever
before.

To succeed in such an environment, we need to know how to identify high-quality information and
how to recognize the solid, reliable research on which high-risk decisions can be based. Luckily,
while the decision-making environment has become more complicated, business research tools have
at the same time become more sophisticated and improvements in information technology have
served to streamline the research process. Each of the factors listed below demonstrates how recent
developments have affected the business research process:

•  Organizations are increasingly practising data-mining – learning to extract meaningful knowledge
from volumes of data contained within internal databases.

•  Advances in computing technology have allowed businesses to create the architecture required for
data warehousing – electronic storehouses where vast arrays of collected, integrated data are kept,
ready for mining.

•  The power and user-friendliness of today’s computers means that data may easily be analysed and
used to deal with complex managerial problems.

•  Quantitative analysis techniques take advantage of increasingly powerful computing capabilities.
•  The communication and measurement techniques used in research have been enhanced.

As a researcher, you will need to know how to conduct such research. If you are to develop the skills
required in this area, you will need to understand the scientific method as it applies to the managerial
decision-making environment. That is why this book addresses your needs as an information
processor. Throughout the text we give a slight emphasis to the perspective of an academic
researcher or student, as we believe that most users of the text currently belong to these two groups.
However, business decisions and research are also often conducted, or at least requested, by
managers. By and large, academic researchers, students and managers encounter the same
methodological problems while conducting business or management research, although the former
often emphasize aspects other than the latter. As many of our users are currently students who will
become managers in the near future, we will also address issues that pertain to research in a
commercial rather than an academic setting.

1.2 What is research?
Having seen why research is a vital part of the business decision-making process, it is time to look at
just what research is. We will begin with a few examples of management problems that involve
decision-making based on information-gathering. When you have read through each of these, you will
be able to abstract the essence of research. How is it carried out? What can it do? What should it not
be expected to do? As you read the four cases below, bear in mind the possible range of situations
available for conducting business research, and think about how you might answer the following
questions:

1  What is the decision-making dilemma facing the researcher or manager?
2  What must the researcher accomplish?

Cases



Air Swiss

You work for Air Swiss, an aviation company that is searching for new international partners. The
senior vice-president for development asks you to head a task force to investigate six companies that
are potential candidates. You assemble a team composed of representatives from the relevant
functional areas. Pertinent data are collected from public sources because of the sensitive nature of
the project. You examine all of the following: company annual reports; articles in business journals,
trade magazines and newspapers; financial analysts’ assessments; and company advertisements. Your
team members then develop summary profiles of the candidate firms based on the characteristics
gleaned from these sources. The final report highlights the opportunities and problems that
acquisition of the target firm would bring to all areas of the business.

Akademiska Sjukhuset

You are the commercial manager of Akademiska Sjukhuset, a major academic hospital in Sweden. A
prominent manufacturer of medical equipment has contacted you to ask whether you would be willing
to purchase a new-generation MRI scanner, which uses magnetism, radio waves and a computer to
produce images of body structure.

The doctors’ committee at the hospital, to which you will need to make a recommendation, will have
to decide on this question. If they choose to purchase the new scanner, they will also agree to test
new applications for it and report back to the manufacturer on their experiences. In exchange for this
they will get access to the latest technology at a significantly reduced price, and become a member of
the manufacturer’s network of preferred hospital partners.

You begin your investigation by mining data from patient files to learn how your current MRI scanner
is used and what kind of diagnoses it can be used for. You then consult other Swedish hospitals to
find out how well equipped they are with MRI technology, and how many patients might, potentially,
be treated in your hospital if you invest in the technology. You attempt to confirm your data with
information from professional and association journals.

Based on this information, you develop a profile that details the number of patients that could be
treated and the overheads and potential revenue that would be realized as a result of purchasing the
new scanner.

ColorSplash

ColorSplash, a paint manufacturer, is having trouble maintaining profits. The owner believes
inventory management is a weak area of the company’s operations. In this industry, the many paint
colours, types of paint and container sizes make it easy for a firm to accumulate large inventories and
still be unable to fulfil customer orders.

The owner asks you to make some recommendations. You look into the company’s present
warehousing and shipping operations, and find excessive sales losses and delivery delays because of
out-of-stock conditions. An informal poll of customers confirms your impression. You suspect that
the present inventory database and reporting system do not provide the prompt, usable information
that is needed to allow appropriate production decisions to be made.

Based on this supposition, you familiarize yourself with the latest inventory management techniques
in a local college library. You ask the warehouse manager to take an accurate inventory and you



review the incoming orders for the last year. In addition, the owner shows you the production runs
for the last year and the method he uses to assess the need for a particular colour or paint type.

Modelling the last year of business using production, order and inventory management techniques,
you select the method that, in theory, will provide the greatest profit. You run a pilot line using the
new control methodology. After two months, the data show a much lower inventory and a higher
order fulfilment rate. You recommend that the owner adopt the new method.

York College

You work for York College’s alumni association. It is eager to develop closer ties with its ageing
alumni in order to encourage increased donation levels and to persuade older, non-traditional
students to return to education and thus supplement enrolment numbers. The president’s office is
considering the construction of a retirement community that is geared towards university alumni and
asks your firm to assess the attractiveness of the proposal from an alumni viewpoint. Your director
asks you to divide the study into four parts as follows.

Phase 1 First, you are to report on the number of alumni in the appropriate age bracket, the rate of
new entries per year and the actuarial statistics for the group. This information will allow your
director to assess whether the project is worth pursuing.

Phase 2 Your early results reveal that there are sufficient alumni to make the project feasible. The
next step in the study is to describe the social and economic characteristics of the target alumni
group. You review gift statistics, analyse job titles, and assess home locations and values. In
addition, you review files from the last five years to see how alumni responded when they were
asked about their income bracket. When you have finished, you are able to describe the alumni group
for your director.

Phase 3 It is evident that the target alumni can easily afford to join a retirement community as
proposed. The third phase of the study is to explain the characteristics of the alumni who would be
interested in a university-related retirement community. For this phase, you engage the National
Pensioners Convention (NPC) and a retirement community developer. In addition, you search for
information on senior citizens from federal government sources.

From the developer you learn what characteristics of retirement community planning and construction
are most attractive to retirees. From the NPC you learn about the main services and features that
potential retirees look for in a retirement community. From government publications you become
familiar with existing regulations and recommendations for operating retirement communities, and
uncover a full range of descriptive information on the typical retirement community dweller.

You make an extensive report to both the alumni director and the university president. It covers the
number of eligible alumni, their social and economic standing, and the characteristics of those who
would be attracted by the retirement community.

Phase 4 The report excites the college president. She asks for one additional phase to be completed.
She needs to predict the number of alumni who would be attracted to the project so that she can
adequately plan the size of the community. At this point, you call on the college business school’s
research methods class for help in designing a questionnaire for the alumni. By providing telephones
and funding, you arrange for the class to conduct a survey among a random sample of the eligible
alumni population. In addition, you have the class devise a second questionnaire for alumni who will




